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Praise For Unforgettable Woman Publishing
“Thanks to your e-books and newsletters, I was able to get out of a toxic relationship with
an emotionally-unavailable man before I got too attached to him. Now he's married to
another woman, and last I heard, he's in a miserable relationship. In the meantime, my
new boyfriend and I are one-year strong -- and we're ecstatic about our plans to settle
down very soon!”
-- C.S., United States
“I used to make crazy decisions because of my desperation for a man. But thanks to your
e-books, I'm now living in a fantastic world. Just recently, a lot of cute guys have been
glancing at me and approaching me, and I feel really flattered. I love you guys, and words
can't express how amazed I am at what I've overcome, thanks to you.”
-- C.B., Philippines
“I love your newsletters and e-books. It has helped my relationships with my boyfriend,
my friends, and my family a lot. Thank you and more grace!
-- A.O., Nigeria
“I'd like to say thank you to Alexandra Fox for all her newsletters and e-books. They
never fail to give me a boost of confidence. I used to keep getting into bad relationships
with emotionally-unavailable men. But after I joined the Unforgettable Woman
community, I started attracting more commitment-ready men into my life. Right now, I'm
in a long-distance relationship with a man who can't wait to settle down with me. More
power to you, Alexandra!”
-- I.J., France
“Reading your tips has helped me revive my romance with my man. He can't stop telling
me how much he loves me. And now, he wants to be with me long-term. Thank you!”
-- M.A., Zambia
“Your e-mails and e-books never fail to make me go into splits of laughter. You are so
right! Women should never be needy, clingy, and dependent. Thank you very much for
your entertainment and advice!”
-- E.G., India
“I love the advice you give. You're absolutely right when you say the more needy you
become, the more you push your man away. I'm in a long-distance relationship right now,
and the more I enjoy myself, the closer he gets to me. Thank you Alexandra, and may
God bless you the same way He blesses us through you!”
-- M.P., United States
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Supporting E-books
Making mistakes in love can happen to the best of us. However, this eBook is designed to
help you recognise your mistakes and not only learn from them but use them to better
your relationship and your chances at love. The eBook below are great additional reads to
help you in this area of your love life.

Unmask The Male Mind
This e-book collection is all about male psychology: Why men
act, think, and feel the way they do, and how to react in a way
that grows his love for you and strengthens your relationship.
Click here

77 Secrets To Save Your Relationship
This e-book collection is dedicated to women whose
relationships are in trouble of a break-up, or have already broken
up. Specific strategies to avoid, prevent, and heal break-ups.
Click here

77 Secrets Of Love
Alexandra's first and most successful e-book collection. Get the
lowdown on the most basic and most important secrets of love
and relationships. A must-read for anyone who wants to improve
all areas of their love lives! Click here
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Part I

Your Issues

Chapter 1:

Mistakes Women Make In Dating

1

Sometimes It's You!

We all want that relationship that gives us butterflies and makes us
feel as though we're safe, loved and cared for. However, as many of us know,
relationships don't always turn out the way we think they're going to. Could
you be one of the many women who blames a guy for the destruction of the
relationship? What if the problem actually lies within you? What if you're
actually the reason you keep meeting sub-par guys?
It's such a tough concept to accept that quite a few women will go
through their entire lives in denial that they could have something to do with
the fact that they haven't found the type of guy they want. Before you dismiss the idea, consider examining your behavior first if you really desire the
true love and happiness that's been just out of your reach.

Quirks Gone Wrong

Every single one of us has wonderful quirks, characteristics and beliefs that make up the best parts of ourselves. On the flip-side, there are
some that aren't so great. Combine that with our issues and baggage and they
can lead us to form some not-so-fantastic habits. So what's a girl to do? It's
time for some honest self-analyzing.
Start out by making a list of every guy you've dated over the past three
or four years, then write down why the relationship ended. Follow that up
with brutal honesty about the things you did over the course of the relationship that may not have portrayed you in the best light – maybe you were too
clingy, weren't attentive enough or nagged him.
In order for this exercise to work and for you to get to the heart of the
problem, you really have to be completely honest. When you can admit what
went wrong, that's when you can truly start addressing how to fix any issues
within yourself.

While doing this exercise, the key is to not bash yourself (forgive your mistakes). The past is over, but what you can do is use it as a chance to know
what to improve on, because once you make the proper adjustments, that's
when things will start falling into place for you to meet the type of man you
desire.

Summary – Secret # 1:
Want to learn more about what keeps you from healthy, happy
relationships? Start by being honest with yourself and own your own
responsibility for bad behavior. You can learn from it.
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Do You Turn Down Men Who Like You?

Bad boys. They make us cry; they're manipulative; they brood and unfortunately, they're usually incredibly sexy with a combination of good looks
and tortured souls.
Admit it, you probably have a couple of bad boys in your past. We
know we shouldn't go for them, but they're the forbidden fruit of the dating
world that is just too delicious to resist.
We get so drawn to them and their wicked ways that we try to get their
attention while ignoring the good guys. You know, the ones standing behind
us waving their arms and shouting their feelings at us in exasperation.
It's not an uncommon scenario that nice girls will turn down wonderful men who are into them because they either already have feelings for a
bad boy or because they're just not attracted in that way. It's human nature to
be attracted to the alpha males who are dominant.

What's Wrong With Bad Boys?

Here's the issue: bad boys have that edge and touch of danger so many
of us crave whereas the good guys provide stability and predictability. We
know we should go for the latter, but we don't take time to consider that going for the former – albeit exciting – probably isn't the best choice in the
long term. Plus, they're just so much more appealing than the boring, predictable types!
You may be thinking that you can't force yourself to be turned on by
anyone. You're absolutely right. But you can adjust your attitude to increase
your chances by allowing the good guy to capture your heart. The first step
is giving him the chance to do so. You never know – he could have the "it"
factor buried deep down that you don't yet know about.
Should a good guy make his feelings known to you, be open to spending more time together to see where things lead. Don't automatically shut
him down just because he's not the type you usually go for.

Another safeguard for you is to learn the signs of a bad boy – he often
breaks dates, doesn't call when he says he's going to, says a lot of nice things
but doesn't back them up, or leads you on. As soon as warning bells start going off, you can drop-kick the bad boy. He may have a hot body and smoldering good looks, but he's not worth having your heart broken and missing
out on a guy who can completely turn your world upside down in a wonderful way.

Summary – Secret # 2:
Bad boys may excite us, but no matter how fun they seem, they're bad
news. Open up your options by giving the "nice guy" a chance to prove
himself. Don't waste time hoping a bad boy will change.
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Is Your Temper Scaring Men Away?

There are a few major things that can scare men off— like a bad temper. Nothing can make a guy run screaming for the hills faster than a woman
who flips her lid in front of him. A man might deal with volatile emotions in
the beginning (especially if he really likes you), but the longer you're together and the more the cat comes out of the bag (emotionally), the bigger risk
your man will disappear on you.
Your temper could have been a huge contributing factor in why some
of your relationships fell apart in the past. But it means it's time to fix the issue and move forward without dwelling.
There's still hope to get your temper under control and have the type
of relationship where you communicate effectively. Then your guy won't
feel the need to escape from you at the first sign of anger.

Keeping The Cat In The Bag

The first step in getting your temper under control is to figure out
what your trigger points are. Think back to your past relationships to what
you fought over the most. What were your biggest fights over? How did you
handle arguments?
You'll start to notice unhealthy patterns that led to breakdown of your
relationship. If anger took control instead of your focus on what the main issues were, you have to keep it together from this day forward.
Learning what your trigger points are can make warning bells go off
in your head when those situations come up in the future. It gives you the
opportunity to stop yourself, take a breather and solve the problems instead.
Some women think the way to fix the problem is to hang up on a guy
during an argument or walk away without a word. Let your man know that
you want to resume the discussion when both of you have had time to calm

down and get your thoughts in order so neither of you say things you'll regret.
Even if he persists, keep your cool and restate your position. He may
not be thrilled about putting it off, but will most likely thank you later for
not chewing his head off!
Summary – Secret # 3:
Anger management issues are pretty big deal-breakers for men. If you have
problems keeping your temper under control, you're going to have
problems in your relationship. Take a time out before you argue in the heat
of the moment.
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Don't Let Embarrassing Habits Scare Him Away

You meet a great guy and things are going wonderfully. The two of
you have a fantastic time together and then out of nowhere – poof! He seems
to have fallen off the face of the earth. It may be that he's just a jerk, but it
could also be that you did something that turned him off.
Many rational women start acting slightly strange and doing embarrassing things once they get feelings for a guy, sometimes without even
knowing they're doing it. We've all been there.
Becoming aware of embarrassing actions allows you to correct the
problem so you won't end up wondering why the guy you like never calls
again.

Don't Be Caught Dead Doing These

One major turn-off women do is talking too much-- especially by constantly texting. Guys aren't into talking (if you haven't noticed) and it can
quickly become language overload.
You should absolutely feel free to communicate with your guy, but
pace yourself. Give him wiggle room to learn about you slowly. Never appear to be waiting by the phone for him to call. Answer his texts rather than
flood his phone with "little nothings" about how much you're thinking of
him.
Next up is being clingy. Contacting him is like pursuing him. And
wanting ALL of his free time makes you seem possessive.
Do you complain when he goes out with his guy friends?
Guys want their space and you should want yours as well. Giving him
that room to breathe shows that you trust him— which is what a guy wants
from a woman. Push too hard and you'll just push him away.

Without even realizing it, the best women can make
mistakes that pushes the man of their dreams away. Learn

which mistakes to avoid to achieve happiness and the
relationship of your dreams by clicking the link below.
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